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This booklet is not copyrighted. Please feel free to duplicate it, redistribute it, modify 
it, and spread the joys of perspective drawing wherever they are needed! (For non-
commercial purposes.) You can get a printable PDF at ivyallie.com.

More specifi cally, this booklet is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license. For more 
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and always credit the original artist. It's also worth noting that these images are traces, 
modifi ed slightly for clarity and ease of reproduction.

Art credits: Ivy Allie, "The Tinderbox", CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 2022; "Of Course, No 
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Pharaoh, ©1955 Casterman, Belgium. Jason Little, Motel Art Improvement Service, 
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EXERCIS

FURTHER REA
Design Drawing by Francis D. K. Ching
(Wiley, 2018). This is a textbook on arc
technical but it contains a wealth of info

How to Draw by Scott Robertson with T
Press, 2013). An extremely dense and i
know of any better resource on how to 
perspective. This is book was mentioned
Brewer Method for perspective grids.

Framed Ink by Marcos Mateu-Mestre (
Once you've mastered perspective, this
composition skills to match!

Perspective! for Comic Book Artists by D
Guptill, 1997). I haven't read this book 
like it, so it might be worth a look.

1. Design a very simple building and th
ways. Move the vanishing points aroun
an isometric view! Do your best to keep

2. Use the same vanishing point layout 
an exterior scene. Note the ways in wh
though the parameters are the same.

3. Draw a wall in perspective and then 
spaced windows. There are multiple wa
you can think of.

4. Invent your own system for represent
anyway so anything is valid so long as 

5. Make up a complicated scene and c
perspective right. Pretty broad for an ex
way to get the hang of this stuff is to do 
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TWO LAST THINGS
Atmospheric Perspective
Air is not completely transparent. Even on 
a clear day, distant objects appear slightly 
faded. Atmospheric perspective uses this 
effect as another way to convey depth. 
Fading out the background also serves to 
diminish its visual signifi cance, making it less 
likely to distract the reader. 
At right, an example from my own work. Diminished 
line weight and white space instead of texture push the landscape into the distance.

Layers of Depth
Consciously plan your compositions 
to have a foreground, middleground, 
and background. Multiple layers of 
depth always make a drawing more 
dynamic and interesting, and also 
offer some interesting possibilities for 
layout. Seen here is a breakdown 
of the Chris Ware drawing from the 
previous page into four layers. Notice 
how the car is framed in the image 
both by the bush in the layer in front of 
it and by the fence in the layer behind 
it. Consider adding another layer of 
depth to your next drawing  —I think 
you'll like the result!

3

THE HORIZO

Let's begin with the
of all drawing e

the horizon 

The horizon line is relative to the vie
that it can be used to determine the

If a character's eyes are level with the h
same height as the viewer (assuming th

this box is shorter 
than you

this box i
than y

this person 
is the same 

height as you

same height, 
but further 

away
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Edges that run parallel to the 
ground always meet at the 
horizon line.

You can use any two converging 
lines to locate the horizon. The 
point where the lines meet is 
where the horizon line should be.

It's important to determine the position of the horizon line as early 
as possible... otherwise you may fi nd you've drawn angles that 
converge at different horizon lines:

If this happens, all you can do is pick one of them, then correct the 
nonconforming lines. Remember: lines converge toward the 
horizon! There are exceptions to this which will be covered later on, 
but it's still the most important principle of perspective drawing.

this is 
wrong!

H

H?

H

H??
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FAKING
Sometimes perspective just isn't worth th
you to an interesting approach to this th
comics artists. It doesn't have an offi cia
you might call it "fl at perspective." This d
of the form) is a good example of this te

This method is fascinating because it ma
does make sense intuitively. Placing c
line "feels right," even though this scene
space. These kinds of drawings are eas
artist to construct: a perfect match for co

At right, an example 
from my own work. 

Notice that the fl oor 
is "sloped" to show 

texture but other 
fl at surfaces (the TV 

table, the counter) 
are seen edge-on.
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ORTHOGRAPHIC DRAWING
In orthographic drawings (also sometimes called paraline 
drawings), lines run parallel to each other and do not converge. 
In general, orthographic views use vertical lines for one axis, and 
specifi c diagonal angles for the other two axes.

Orthographic drawings have inherent clarity, which is why they are 
often used for diagrams and architectural plans. But this also makes 
them a good option for comics and illustration, where clarity is often 
more important than "realistic" perspective. Strangely, the technique is 
somewhat rare in comics, but it has a lot of potential. Try it!

The most common orthographic 
method is isometric, in which the 
two "side-to-side" axes are both 
set at 30° from the horizontal. 
Isometric artwork has been widely 
used to create an illusion of depth 
in non-3D video games.

To create an isometric grid:

Draw a horizontal line and mark a 
point on it. Use a protractor to fi nd 
30° angles from this point.

Draw the two diagonal lines that 
correspond to these marks.

Now duplicate the lines at regular 
intervals. I recommend a transparent 
grid ruler, or rotating the paper and 
using a T-square.

At right, David Mazzucchelli uses an 
isometric view to depict an architecture 

classroom. Thematically appropriate!

5

SINGLEPOINT PE

Here's the horizon line again
center represents the vani

In single-point perspective, all 
at the same vanish

this axis is 
perpendicular 
to the horizon

this axis is parallel to the

Determining angles for single-p

Let's say this vertical line re

Align a rule
the vanishin
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Again for the bottom.

Of course, if we don't want an infi nite 
fence, all we have to do is add another 
vertical and end it early.

A fence!

While we're at it, let's add 
a door to the fence. Draw 
a vertical line representing 
the height of the door. 

Find the line that goes from 
the top of this line to the 
vanishing point.
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MULTIPLYING

Here 
want 
space
who d

Creat
the to
towar

Choo
objec
deter
the se

Find t
objec
them,
diago

Add a
cente

Draw
lollipo
of the
lollipo
this lin

To fi n
a line
throug
so on
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DIVIDING SPACE

Here is a wall. Let's say we 
want to divide it into fi ve 
segments of equal size.

First, create a series of 
equally-spaced points 
aligned with the upper 
corner of the geometry. To 
make fi ve segments, we'll 
need six points.

Next, draw a line from 
the last point through the 
other end of the upper 
edge. Where this line meets 
the horizon, mark a new 
vanishing point.

Draw lines connecting this 
new vanishing point to the 
other points of the guide. 

The points where these new 
lines intersect the upper 
edge are the perspective-
adjusted positions for the 
divisions!

7

Add another vertical line 
and we've got a door!

VP

We can use horizontal lines to ali
perspective. In this example, the tw

with each other, while the two

Single-point perspective is nice becaus
simple to determine any angle using no
 
But don't think that just because it's simp
I would argue that you should consider
overcomplicate things? In many cases s
you really need.
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Single-point perspective can 
be used to direct the eye to a 
specifi c point in space. In this 
example by Charles Burns, 
the converging lines all point 
to the door, and the long 
uninterrupted edges of the 
planks imply the path that the 
character is about to take.

At right,  Jason Little uses a 
classic steeply-converging 

single-point perspective 
combined with a low eye 
level to create a dramatic 

and disorienting effect. This 
composition also draws 

attention toward the man 
with the briefcase.

In most single-point 
compositions the vanishing 
point is within the frame, 
but this drawing by Raina 
Telgemeier provides a 
nice counterexample. The 
converging lines still draw 
the eye toward the VP, which 
in this case means that they 
"guide" the character into 
the open space in the upper 
part of the panel.
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Divi
num
this y
and
subd
cent
muc

Now
poin
thro
divis
You'
If yo
to th
subd

The grid allows you to approximate the
comparing it to the nearest grid lines. Th
but for most cases it will be good enoug

It's not a bad idea to keep the grid on o
drawing on another, using tracing pape
won't have to erase the grid from your fi
able to also reuse grids and save time!
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These three lines are the basis of our 
grid. You can adjust the angles of 
the lines as needed as long as the 
lines all converge toward a horizon. 
We don't know where that horizon 
is yet, but the two lines on the right 

converge somewhere. So the fi rst step is to fi nd the upper left line that 
will converge with the lower left line at the same horizon.

CREATING A PERSPECTIVE GRID
Another option for situations in which the vanishing point is off the 
page is to construct a perspective grid to use as a guide instead. I fi nd 
using a perspective grid to be more diffi cult than aligning directly from 
a vanishing point, but some people like them and maybe you will too! 
This technique for constructing a grid is sometimes called the Brewer 
Method and was popularized in the book How to Draw by Scott 
Robertson with Thomas Bertling.

Add a vertical line between the two 
right-hand lines. Place it as far as 
possible from the other vertical line.

Create a rectangle using this new 
vertical. The lower left corner of the 
rectangle is placed at the point where 
it intersects the lower left line.

Now we know the correct angle for 
the upper left line  –from the top of the 
vertical through the upper-left corner 
of the rectangle! Were you to extend 
the left and right lines, they would 
converge on the same horizon. 

9

TWOPOINT PER

The horizon line is back—now w

Two-point perspective works m
perspective, but now both left-t

Let's say this vertical line is 

Find the angles for the left side by trac

Again, for the

A box!
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In the above example from my own 
work, steep angles of convergence 

contribute to the sensation of a 
small, cramped space.

At right, Jason Lutes uses 
two-point perspective very 

effectively to create solid, 
believable architecture. 

Like the previous example, 
converging lines are 

nearly parallel, creating a 
"compressed" effect similar to 

that of a telephoto lens.

At left, Hergé uses vanishing 
points well beyond the edges 
of the composition. The resulting 
shallow angles of convergence 
show that the city is still some 
distance away.
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To achieve the same effect, the left van
the building, and the right vanishing

Just about right, but this also brings u
multi-point perspect

Another method is to make a study draw
enlarge it once you've fi gured out all th
a copying machine for this (and I highly
scanner-printer in your studio).

Alternatively, you could work with a pe
next section!

This is perhaps the most frequent bugab
Luckily there are a few ways to address

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR
IS BEYOND THE EDG

By far the easiest method is to tape dow
draw the vanishing points on them. Use
lines. Usually I fi nd that the distances ar
this entirely impractical. It looks stupid a
can make this work it will make things e
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PLACING YOUR VANISHING POINTS

Look at that 
carpet!

Points that are 
close together 
increase distortion:

Moving the left 
point further away 
gives a more 
naturalistic look:

(Moving the right point, or 
both points, would have 

worked just as well)

Let's say we want a building 
that looks roughly like this:

This side is
visually compressed.

This side is not.

Once you know how the positioning of a vanishing point affects 
distortion, you can use that knowledge to estimate the vanishing 
points from a rough sketch.

The positioning of vanishing points relative to your scene affects how 
space is distorted in your drawing.
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THREEPOINT PE

But three-point perspective isn't your on
kinds of views. Depending on the subje
yourself some trouble and use two-poin
similar effects:

At left, a
is used t
city stre
horizon
line that
compos
on this l

At rig
classic "l
down at t

street" e
accomp

using single
persp

In three-point perspective, 
vertical lines are no 
longer perpendicular 
to the horizon. Instead, 
they converge toward a 
third point located either 
above or below the 
horizon. All three axes 
now converge!
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Below, Raina Telgemeier uses a "fake" three-point perspective. Lengthwise and 
heightwise the benches converge toward points on a vertical "horizon" but 
widthwise do not converge.

Below, Chester Brown uses three-point 
perspective to create a dramatic sense of 
depth that also directs the eye toward the 
car. Brown's lines are drawn freehand, which 
makes me think he may also be fi nding the 
angles by instinct rather than defi ning specifi c 
vanishing points.

At right, Jason Lutes draws a top-
down view of a stairwell in three-point 

perspective. Don't try this at home, kids!
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ELLIPSE
Ellipses are circles drawn in perspective
easy, but the principles behind them are

Begin with a square drawn i
diagonal guides to fi nd its ce
horizontal guides through th
to align them with the corres
needed!) The points where t
the square will also be wher

Begin sketching in the curve
of the ellipse. It can be helpf
to start from the guideline 
intersections and work from 
there, but it's not mandatory

Continue sketching until you
have fi lled out a consistent-
looking curvature all around
Don't erase after mistakes, j
add more marks until you ha
a sense of the correct form.

Finally, do your best to free
the curve you worked out. I
preparatory work on a sepa
transfer with tracing paper o

There's no way around it—drawing ellip
expect to get them right on the fi rst try. A
experiment and clean up. If your proce
be shy about using digital ellipse tools i
also buy a set of plastic ellipse template


